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SGA receives
sample evaluation

e freeze

Grades profs on 1-5 scale

V

BY bEBBlE YARD
Sample teacher evaluation forms were distributed to the
Student Government Association Tuesday by its curriculum and
instruction committee for additional study and
recommenda tions.
The two page document consists of 14 questions, 12 of which
were taken from existing department evaluations, and an answer
sheet, according to President Darrell Pile. The remaining two
questions were written by the committee members.
These two questions ask what the grading scale was for the
class and if there was a test given the week before final exams,
he said.
Some, problems in the form have to be worked out, Pile said.
"There is some confustion with the answer sheet which is
separate from the question form."
The evaluations allow the student to grade the professor on a
one to five scale, with one as the lowest grade and five as the
highest, he said.
"Washington State University uses a similar scale on
evaluations of its entire faculty," he said. They publish their
results as an average of all grades given to the professor by the
students. Thus, a professor could receive a 3.75 and be considered
above average, Pile said.
Pile estimated the cost of publishing results to be approximatly
$800 at the maximum if the document is prepared in the same way
as the class schedule booklet is. Eight thousand copies of the 24
page schedule book were printed on newsprint for this price, he
said.
"If we don't want to spend $800, we could publish the
evaluations on a smaller scale and put several copies in head
resident apartments and on reserve in the library for student
use," Pile said.
Faculty members will be present at the next SGA meeting to
give their feelings toward the evaluations, he said.
. "They have some legitimate complaints concerning
evaluations," Pile said. One of the main concerns is keeping a
student from "filling out 15 evaluations on a teacher he despises,"
if the evaluations are distributed in residence halls.
"The SGA would not be held liable for any such action," he
said, "but to prevent this from happening, the student would be
required to sign his name to the evaluation form."
"The student's identity would be protected," Pile said. "His
name would not be released to a professor."
Some faculty members are against publishing evaluations,
Pile said. One of the reasons given by the Faculty Student
Relations Committee is the fear that a faculty member will be
stigmatized by a poor evaluation and even if he improves, the
stigma will be hard to lose. Another concern is that students who
receive low grades would be more likely to respond than students
who received high grades.
Alternate suggestions include having evaluations between the
department head and the professor, he said. The evaluation
session would be publicized and students would be invited to
provide input, he said.
A second suggestion is to have a person in the department to
whom students with grievances could complain, Pile said. This
person would act as a liason to the department head for the
faculty members and as an advocate for the students.
In other business, a bus to transport students to and from
Valley Mall has been approved by President Ronald Carrier, who
suggested that the bus be rerouted so that it would travel first
downtown and then to the mall, according to Pile.
The Downtown Retail Merchants Association will be contacted
to see if "they'll foot half the cost" for this service, he said.
(Continued on Page 12)
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THE WORLD TURNED UPSIDE DOWN?
Look again. It's merely the reflection of the
Greek housing and the neighborhood beyond

Gay dance cancelled;
facultypressure blamed
By DWAYNE YANCEY
A gay dance, scheduled for tonight at a
Harrisonburg church, was cancelled,
allegedly because of pressure on the pastor
from James Madison University faculty
members. It would have been the first
organized public activity for JMU gays.
The dance was planned for the Emmanuel
Episcopal Church social hall, on the corner of
Main Street and Cantrell Avenue near
campus.
The church's pastor James Lincoln, told
the group Wednesday morning that the
dance would have to be cancelled, according
to the dance's student organizers.
"After reading the announcement in The
Breeze, faculty, both at Emmanuel, and
other faculty, called up certain people who
are members of that parish and started
putting pressure on (Lincoln)." said David
DeBottis. "All kinds of hell were being
raised."
Lincoln was
originally
"very
supportive" and the cancellation "was

i

beyond his control," said Art McDermott
"He said the professors and some students"
had put pressure on him to deny the gays
permission for the dance.
Lincoln refused to comment on why lie
would not allow the dance, or whether there
had been pressure.
At press time Wednesday night, there was
the possibility that the dance would be
moved. The gays could not sponsor the dance
on com pus because they are not a recognized
organization.
The gays had received permission from
Lincoln "a week to 10 days ago" to hold a
dance there in return for a donation,
according to DeBottis.
He added the pastor "didn't seem very put
out" by gays holding a dance there.
The dance was publicized at last week's
Gay Student Union dance at the University of
Virginia and an announcement and classified
ad appeared in The Breeze Tuesday.
The next day Lincoln denied permission to
(Continued on page 9)
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in Newman Lake. Poor ducks. They probably
thought they were the reason for the photo,
Ph«fo by Mark Thorn p*on

Calendar group
rejects change
By MAUREEN RILEY
A proposed calendar change was rejected by the Calendar
Committee Monday after hearing student opposition to the plan.
The proposal before the committee would nave had the 1979 fall
semester start on Labor Day, Sept. 3 and run until Dec. 21. Spring
semester would have been Jan. 14-May 10.
Instead, the 1979-80 academic calendar the committee adopted
resembles the current one. Fall semester will run Aug. 27-Dec. 14
and spring semester will be Jan. 7-May 5.
Student concern about the proposed calendar change prompted
the committee chairman, Dr. Faye Reubush, dean of admissions
and records, to hold an additional meeting before approving the
proposal, so student input could be solicited.
Student Government Association President, Darrell Pile was
invited to attend the meeting held Monday to present students'
opinions regarding the calendar change proposal.
"I received overwhelming opposition from over 200 students,"
Pile said. Two petitions, with 92 and 57 signatures respectivelyJ
were delivered to the SGA office, Pile said.
Students, also mailed letters, telephoned, and stoppped SGA
officers between classes to voice their oppositions, Pile said. The
Student Senate also objected to the calendar change proposal
Reubush received three letters from students who were
opposed to the proposal, andtae student came to speak to her at
her office, she said.
. .
(Continued on Page 14)
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Chrysalis: 'vital outletfor creative students'
Managing editor anticipates change
in form, function, administration
By GARY REED
"Chrysalis is a reflection of
the campus community, a
reflection of the university's
talent and creative ability. It
provides a vital outlet for
creative students," says the
magazine's managing editor.
"The quality of the university
depends to a great extent on
its publications. The better
Chrysalis is , the better you.
look," according to Dean
Honey cutt.
As managing-,, editor
Honey cutt faces annually
recurring problems
of
students being unfamiliar
with the Chrysalis , minimal
funding from the Student
Government Association, and
soliciting high quality work to

y

Dean Honeycutt
produce a top quality product.
Chrysalis is published
and available to students in
the late spring. The Chrysalis
staff solicits creative literary
and art work through the fall
semester and the first part of
the spring semester.
The
decision for a format "won't
gel until the submissions are
in. " said Honeycutt.
The format will not be
decided until the first of next
semester,
said
Alan
Neckowitz, Chrysalis'

publication advisor.
"We are still looking at
different formats of other art
magazines to satisfy our
goals," he said.
At this stage Chrysalis
needs publicity. "Chrysalis,
Erimarily, would like to be
nown better on campus,"
said Alan Tschudi, art
adviser.
Honeycutt agrees, "There
are a thousand freshmen who
have never heard of us. We
have to let students know who
we are."
A publicity campaign that
should begin next week,
according to Honeycutt, will
include a
T-shirt sale,
distribution of posters and
radio spots on WMRA.
Chrysalis will be selling Tshirts with last year's cover
graphic on them. Students will
also be able to bring their own
T-shirts and have the emblem
printed on them for 50 cents.
Posters
identifying
Chrysalis and soliciting
creative work will be
distributed over campus and
in downtown Harrisonburg,
according to Honeycutt.
An Editorial Board has
been set up this year to
approve Chrysalis'
budget
and appoint officers to next
year's Chrysalis staff. The
board consists of 15 menbers.
There are two representatives
from each school or college
within the. university, three
Chrysalis advisors and the
four Chrysalis officers.
Chairman is Dr. Donald
McConkey, dean of the School
of
Fine
arts
and
Communication Arts.
Honeycutt is managing
editor, the art editor is Di-Ann
Pitts and literary editor is
Charles Martin. Todd Zeiss is
literary advisor.
For the past several years,
Chrysalis has been published

'THE NEW IMAGE ISSUE' Last year's Chrysalis underwent its annual format change.
with a different format each
year. Last year, "Chrysalis
,The New Image Issue"
presented the art and literary
A-orks separately. The art was
in loose leaf form while the
literature was bound.
Chrysalis has also been
presented as a poster and a
magazine, among other
formats.
It's kind of a tradition to
produce a different format
each year, said Honeycutt.
"Since it's an experimental
magazine and you have a 95
percent turnover in the staff

each year, that explains why
the format is different," said
Honeycutt.
"This year there will be
more integration of the art
and
literature,"
said
Honeycutt.
"Chrysalis should stay
away from having the art and
literature separated," said
Zeiss, "For example, a poem
could be superimposed over a
graphic or have a page with
half art and half literature in a
more standard magazine
format."
In combining the art and

literature in one format, "the
selection of art would not
necessarily be congruous but
at least complimentary to the
literary submission," said
Honeycutt.
For the first time,
Chrysalis will be soliciting
work from outside the James
Madison
University
community, according to
Honeycutt. Chrysalis will be
quer ying visiting scholorsfor
submissions as well as the
faculty and the Harrisonburg
community.
(Continued on Page 18)

THE BODY SHOP
66 EAST MARKET STREET

HARRISONBURG, VA.

%evi'sz.you're,S4ch a comfort to me."

cm

Budweiser 6 pk. 12 oz.
Andre Champagne
Canada Dry Mixers, 28 oz.
Coca-Cola 8 pk 16 oz. bottles
Dr. Pepper, 8 pk.16oz.

1.69

-My Lev*
Womenswearjeans
don't ad or bind anywhere.
Even when I sit like this!
They may look tight,
but they don't
tight"

2/$5
2 for .89
1.19
1.39

PetRitz: Mince Meat 20 az.pkg. .59
or pumpkin pies
Libby's: Fruit Cocktail,
Sliced Peaches, Pear halves 16oz.
cans 2 for $1.00
Ched-O-Bit Cheese Slices
l2oz.pkg..97
Sealtest Ice Cream V% gal. 2 for $3.00

Womenswear
has a real knack for making
Misses and Junior sized jeans that
flatter your figure, but still let you relax.
No wonder they're such
a am/brt to mer '

Levi's

WOMENSWLAH

QUALITY NtVER QMS OUT OF »TYl£

NM.
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Attempt to prevent mistakes:

Proofreading policy adopted
A UNIVERSAL Picture • Technicolor® (PGl

I

By LOUIS EACHO
Attempting to improve
grammatical
and
typographical errors in
written materials distributed
off
campus,
the
administration has adopted a

tOLBEI COfiftll l
Family Steak House
/ -^

1580 South Main

m

::;

Try Our 29 Item Salad Bar"
USDA Choice Meat
Cut Dai ly--N ever Frozen

■:•:

BRKZC CLASSIFIEDS--

'We have a steak in your future'

IN CANS OR
BOTTLES

campus distributions, Mundy
said. These materials include
correspondences, brochures,
and pamphlets.
File copy of the written
material is stamped and then
initialed by the writer, typist,
and proofreader.
Mundy stressed that there
is no penalty involved in this
policy whatsoever, and that no
one is trying to "monitor or
check up" on any faculty
member or anyone in an
administrative office.
This
policy,
Mundy
concluded, is meant to aid
departmental offices in
presenting themselves with a
positive image to the public.

:•:•

Come By & Give Us A Try

Weekends
were made
for Michelob

policy this fall requiring that
these materials be stamped
and initialed by the writer,
typist, and proofreader.
By initialing the copy,
administrators and faculty
members will be more careful
in preventing mistakes, said
Dr. John Mundy, Director of
Administrative Affairs, who
developed the policy.
Though
grammatical
errors are rare, it is still an
embarrassment to
the
university when they appear,
said Mundy. He cited' an
example of an administrative
office which sent out
homecoming announcements
with a misspelling on them.
The error was spotted and
brought to the attention of the
administration by one of the
members of the university's
Board of Visitors.
"Faulty usage (of English,
misspelling, and the like
create a highly negative
impression of James Madison
University to the public," said
Mundy.
In an effort to "improve
the image created by our
written materials," a rubber
stamp was made available to
all offices that prepare
written materials for off-

A Good Way To Say It I

DRAUGHT
PARTY KEGS
Telephone:
248-8131

Budweiser.

MICHELOB.
MICHELOB. °ck

MICHELOB. BEER
ON TAP • SINCE 1896

ontin rd from Pago a

JOHN D. EILAND CO., INC.
RT. 11 NORTH. P. O. BOX 880 • VERONA, VIRGINIA 24482

BUSCH.

'

/
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Advisory committee members say:

Poor student attitude affecting Health Center
By BRUCE OSBORNE
A bad student attitude
toward the Health Center is
the main problem facing the
health center advisory
committee, according to four
of its members.
The office of the dean, of
students chose the nine
student committee from two
lists. Student Government
Association President Darrell
Pile and Jeanne Dyer, the
health center's student
relations coordinator,
submitted the lists, according
to Donna Warner, assistant
dean of students.
Student complaints and a
possible evaluation program
will be discussed at upcoming
meetings, according to Dyer,

who serves as an adviser to
the group.
Dave Hillgrove, who was on
Pile's list, said he wants to
"change the attitudes of
students by showing them the
health center can work."
Hillgrove, who has spent
the past three weeks in the
health center, had much
praise for the facility and its
staff.
"Every single one of those
nurses is friendly and
cordial," he said.
"A lot
depends on the attitude
students go in there with...the
nurses didn't get you sick.7
Hillgrove
has
one
complaint about a doctor in

the center, but he does not
want to make the complaint
public, he said.
Publishing a brochure to
inform students about the
health center is the main goal
of Leslie Robinson, who was
recommended by Pile.
"I think clearing that up
will do a lot of good," she said.
"Everybody has a really
bad impression" about the
health center, according to
Anne Coffman, who spent two
weeks in the center.
"If they ever spent a week
there, they'd understand...It's
not your mother, but it's the
best care you can get away
from home," Coffman said.
Students don't
have
much confidence in the staff

TIME TO START YOUR
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
New through Sat. Nov. 18th

20% Off STOAEWIDE
IDe hm sizes 3-15 In pantsuits, sportswear,
hnee-hl sorts, velvets, satins, ami Disco looks
phis a Selected group is

1/2 PRICE!!!
Louise Conley (owner), Joyce, Sharon,
and fane will he happy to assist you.

THE ELBOW ROOM
Proudly Presents:

***

«.

JAMIE 8R0CKETT
Nw. 17 & is
And Colorado Rotty Toot Band
folk Roeh At Ito Best!

Trigger Happy

Nov. 20

^

Customer Discount Night

m

Alton
Need We Say More!

"*•»

and the treatment they are
receiving, and this problem
should be corrected, said
Robert McFadden, who is the
only
member
of
the
committee who served last
year.
One member complained
that a full-time doctor should
be employed at the center.
Robin Lawrence, who was on
Pile's list and spent three days
in the infirmary, said her
suftemates have complained

I
'

J

about having to to wait too
long. But, Lawrence added,
the "nurses are really nice,
and they took really good care
of me.,r
Ann Wintringham, who put
her name on the Panhellenic
Council's list for people who
wanted
to
serve
on
committees, said she is
"weary and leary" about the
health center. These are the
i Continued on l»ag«' s)

WERNER'S
7DAV MARKET

'THE PARTV PACKAGE STORE *
LITTLE WINE CELLAR'
015 S. Ht$h Street
454-0S95
ID REQUIRED FOR ALCOHOL BEUERAOES
STROH'S 'Party pac' 12/12
3.13
Budweiser. 8oz. Party Pac of 8' 1.69
Tuborg Gold 'Beer of Kings'
1.69
Pearl Extra Light Texas Special 1.69
Pabst Extra-Extra Light 70 cal. 1.69
Blue Ribbon 'Suitcased will Travel'
6.25
Labatt's Blue Canada's No.l Imp.
2.49
Party Kegs Blue Ribbon 7 Vi gal.
15.95
Party Kegs Bud $29.00- Blue 15 gal
23.95
Zodiac 'Big Z' Malt Liquor
1.49
Coors "Colorado Springs Flavor"2.88
Heineken Holland Imp.
3.69
Schlitz Special 10 oz. 6 pk.
"THE LITTLE WINE CELLAR"
Gallo Vin Rosa Full Gal. Jug 4.99
Taylor's Calif. Wine Cellars 1.5 Lts.
2.99
Liebfraumilch German Imp.
2.49
Liebfraumilch "Blue Nun"
3.99
Liebfraumilch Seifert Imp.
2.69
Lancers Rose Port Imp.
3.69
Yago Red & White Spain Import 2.19
T.J. Swann Asst. Flavors
1.49
Paul Masson Sangria Carafe Qt. 1.69
J. Roget Champagne - pink, white,
cold duck 2 bottles for 5.00
Milk Shenandoah Pride 1 gal.
1.69
Sausage Esskay Quality lb.
.99
Chip Beef Esskay Quality pkg. .79
Sweet Apple Cider gal. jug
1.49
Apples Fancy Eating 5 lb. bag .49
Pepsi Cola "King Size"
No Deposit 1.19
Canada Dry Ginger Ale Vt gal. .79
"DEER AND WINES Of THE WORLD"
• Notary Service - Western Union
• Daily & Sunday Newspapers

- Downtown Harrisonhurg -
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Four new majors approved
By BRUCE OSBORNE
New
majors
in
agribusiness
management,
real estate, insurance and
gerontology were approved
unanimously
by
the
Commission
on
Undergraduate Studies
Monday.
These proposals must be
approved by the University
Council and then by the State
Council on Higher Education
in Virginia before becoming
official programs at James
Madison University.
The major in agribusiness
management would be new in
this state and is not designed
"toprepare people to be
farmers," according to Dr. J.
William Hanlon, dean of the
school of business, who
presented the proposal.
"In this area there is a
particular need for this
program," he said.
More four-legged animals
live in Rockingham than in
any other county, Hanlon said.
Therefore, the large
industries, such as feed and
fertilizer distributors, that
supply farming materialsneed
business people who possess
some expertise in the
agricultural field.
Majors in this program
would be required to take
several courses in technical
agriculture at Blue Ridge
Community College.
This
feature makes the proposal
more attractive to SCHEV
because of the state's efforts
to save the financially
troubled community colleges,
according to Dr. Thomas
Stanton, vice president of
academic affairs.
.Establishing real estate
and
insurance
major
programs will make JMU's
graduates more marketable
in these fields, according to
Dr. Joseph Kosnik, head of the
accounting and finance
department, who introduced
the proposals.
Creating the majors in real

estate and, insurance will
simply mean repackaging
existing courses, he said. Now
JMU
offers
only
concentrations in real estate
and in insurance.
Gerontology, the study of
old age, is an interdisciplinary
program in which students
would have to complete a

major in art, biology, home
economies, psychology,
physical and health education,
philosophy or sociology plus
the major in gerontology.
Jobs in federal, state and
private programs which serve
the elderly would be open to
graduates of the gerontology
major.

American Cancer Society
We want to cure cancer in your lifetime.

Ole Virginia Ham Cafe

Specializing in Country Cooking
speciafluncneons--chops--chicken
soafoodr-variety of salads and
sandwiches-Virginia ham
•delicious breakfastsMon.-Sat. 6:30 am. - 2:00 pm.
W. Market St.
4346572

UALLEV CATHEDRAL

Non-Denominational Church
A CHURCH WITH
WORSHIP AND PRAISE
-LOVE FOR EVERYONEWorship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
GOD'S WORD BEING
USED & TAUGHT
ALL ARE WELCOME
Babysitting Service
between the hours of 9-4
Pastor Roy Munns 433-1023
70 South High Street
HARRISONBURG, VA

-ate.

Ambers
Restaurant
& Lounge
Dining and Dancing
li:ooatn- 2:oopm Daily
TUESDAY is SINGLES NIGHT
at the AMBERS
50* OFF
YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGE

Music by Dave Smiley
After 930 pm must be 21

BLUE MOUNTAIN

Spectob
Aerosmith Live

Elvin BishopHogs Heaven

Emmy Lou Harris
Rush - Hemispheres

Elton JohnA Single Man

Eric Clapton - Backless

Ted Nugent-

Kansas - Two for Show

H\ROflT€tt

434-1010

107 S MAIN, HARRISONBURG, VA.

Weekend Warriors

Outlaws - Playin' to Win
IOlivia Newton-John -Olivia
AND MORE
SPECIALLY SALE PRICED NOW

Put a
haircut
in someone's stocking
for Christmas
with a gift certi
ficate from
full tilt.
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(^Announcements
WMRA programs

Study skills

The opera "Montezuma"
will be broadcast on James
Madison University public
radio station WMRA (90.7
FM) on Nov. 18, at 2 p.m.
Produced and directed by
Sarah Caldwell and the Opera
Company
of
Boston,
"Montezuma" recounts the
Spanish exploits in Mexico by
Cortez and his army.
The broadcast, is part of
the National Public Radio
World of Opera series.

New study skills groups
focusing
on
memory,
concentration- preparing for
exams, and taking exams will
begin the week of Nov. 13. The
groups will meet for one hour
a week for four weeks. Any
student may come to any of
the three groups which will
meet in the Educational Skills
Development Lab, 2nd floor of
Alumnae Hall. The groups
meet Tuesday 4 p.m.,
Wednesday 1 p.m. and
Thursday at 2 p.m.

On Nov. 19 at 10 p.m.,
WMRA (90.7 FM) will air
National Public Radio's "Jazz
Alive" as it highlights its fall
season with a special tribute
to jazz legend Lionel
Hampton.
NPR salutes
Hampton's 50 years as an
entertainer with a concert
parade in Nice, France,
featuring Hampton backed by
fifteen of his alumni
musicians.

Commuter needed
A commuter is needed to
serve as a secretary. Apply at
commuter office, Warren
University Union.

Recital

Overdue loans
In
accordance with the
requirements established for
the Emergency Student Loan
Fund, those students who
have not repaid their loans
within 45 days will have their
names printed in the Breeze.
The following students have
overdue loans: John Cashir,
Raymond Clark, Mark Diana,
James Frawley, John Martin,
Kinsley McCue, Michael
Ream, Gregory Safco,James
Thomas.

Sharon Pugh Christman,
assistant professor of music at
JMU will present a recital on
Nov. 19, 3 p.m., in Wilson Hall
auditorium.
Mrs. Christman, a soprano,
will perform songs by Mozart,
Donizetti, Schumann and
Saint Saens.

Seminar
On Nov. 20 a Seminar
entitled
"Gaseous
Dielectrics"will be held at
Miller Hall at 4 p.m., room
109, by Dr. Robert Y. Pai from
the Health and Safety
Research Division Oak Ridge
National Laboratory. Coffee
will be served at .3:45 p.m.

English club
The James
Madison
University English Club will
meet Nov. 29, 7 p.m. in the
faculty lounge of the Warren
University Union. Mr. Morley
Mower and Mr. Zeiss will be
reading their original works.
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1 Why Tuesdays are
! something else at
Arthur Treacher s.

On Nov. 20 at 7:00 p.m.in
the Shenandoah Room of
Chandler Hall, the Lake
Committee for Experimental
Learning will present a series
of displays anddemonstrat ions
on how to make your own
Christmas gifts.
Beginning
and
intermediate macrame,
leather crafts, loom weaving,
seashell crafts, stuffed
animals, and Christmas tree
ornaments will be shown.
Craft classes will be
scheduled based on your
interest
and
at
your
convenience.

BSU fast
A 24 hour fast will begin
Nov. 18, at 6:30 p.m. and end
Nov. 19 at 6:30 p.m. Half hour
vigils
of
prayer
and
meditation
will
start
Saturday, at the Baptist
Student
Union,
and
end Sunday in a hunger meal
shared in D-Hall entrance 6
for $1.25. The fasting is open
to anyone. It's purpose is to
make students more aware of
those less fortunate in our
world.
For more information or signup for the half hour vigil
please contact Dave Guertler,
P.O. Box 1608, 433-7197.

Seminar
An exercise seminar will be
held Nov. 20 from 7 p.m. to 8
p.m. in Godwin Hall, room
338.
Dr. Rummel of the
Physical
Education
department will give
information
and
demonstrations on preventing
winter weight gain.
Free
pa triplets will be given for
further health and exercise
information.

Auditions

Our
Budget Banquet

Deadlines are 3 p.m.
Tuesday for the Friday
paper and 3 p.m. Friday
for the Tuesday paper.
All
announcements
must be doublespaced
typed, signed by an
officer
of
the
organization and hand
delivered to The Breeze
office.
All announcements
are subject to editing
and are printed on a
■pace-available basis

Do-it-yourself

Auditions for the JMU
theatre
production
"Oklahoma" will be held Nov.
19, at 1 p.m. and on Nov. 20, at
6 p.m. at Latimer-Schaeffer
Theatre.
P tease come
prepared to sing something
from "Oklahoma" or some
other show tune.

Planetarium show
The public planetarium
show, "Stellar Harvest" is
being presented in Miller Hall
through Nov. 23 at 7:00 and
8:00 p.m. Beginning Nov. 30
and continuing through Dec.
28, the show will be, "The
Christmas Star" also at 7:00
and 8:00 p.m.

iSTd ance
Alpha Sigma Tau Sorority
will sponsor a disco dance
Nov. 17 in the University
Ballroom.
Music will be
provided by "Spun Gold"
(formerly "Time Machine")
and admission is 75 cents.

1980 classes
A listing of classes that will
be offered during the 1980
Summer Session is now
available in the Summer
School Office, Wilson 107. *

Pi Kappa Phi
Pi Kappa Phi fraternity
will sponsor a disco Saturday
night. The dance will be held
in the WUU ballroom from 812 p.m. Admission is 50 cents.
There will be a dance contest.

Recital
Patricia Glover Sinichko,
mezzo-soprano, will be
performing in senior recital
on Saturday, Nov. 18 at 3:00
p.m. The recital will be given
in
the" Anthony-Seeger
Campus School auditorium
and is free of charge.

UNIVERSITY SQUARE
The University Square offers many
Fashionable looks for juniors
So stop by and let us help
YOU
get ready for winter.
SBPC honored here

I

10% off on all

It used to be that the best thing you could say
about Tuesday was that it wasn't Monday.
But that was before ArthurTreacher'sTuesday
Budget Banquet.
ArthurTreacher's delicious fish and chips served
with cole slaw and your choice of beverage, all for the
low Tuesday-only price of •!•»'■
No wonder Tuesdays are something else.

merchandise.

| Students don't forget your ID is good for
Is a 15% discount on all regular price orders
■j' i
n

.■-.,.'.). i,; M.M>, i. AI.R,„I isRotwvui

We ore something ©is©.
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Entering fourth year:

WMRA reaffirms original goals
By KEVIN KEEGAN
WMRA-FM
will be
returning to its original goals
as the station enters its fourth
year of public broadcasting,
according to the station's
acting manager.
"We drifted away from our
original objectives" of
providing alternative radio
programming while at the
same time forming a frame in
practical experience for
James Madison University
students interested in radio,
said Rex Houser.
The loss of public affairs
broadcasts has hurt the
station's programming,
Houser said.
The public
affairs programs are part of
the medium filled by public
radio.
Staff changes, Houser

•Health

noted, were the primary cause
of WMRA's
drift in
programming policy.
"We didn't have a
programming director for
ten months." Houser said.
The position was vacant from
September 1977 until July
1978.
Houser, WMRA's technical
director and current acting
manager, noted the station
will not have a permanent
manager until Jan. 4, 1979.
Delays in filling the
positions of program director
and manager hinge on two
factors, Houser said.
First, the manager and
program director arc the only
two positions at WMRA which
require master's degrees.
People who have such degrees
are usually bound by
contracts in September to
either universities or are
involved in commercial
broadcasting, Houser said.
The second problem in
filling the manager's and

program director's positions
is the state's method of
handling replacements in
such jobs.
"It takes between 60 and 90
days in the state system to get
ads out into trade journals,
which
require
cash
payments," Houser said.
"If the person you choose
to interview doesn't work out,
it takes another three months
to try to get somebody else,"

Houser added.
With the addition of the new
staff members, WMRA will be
increasingly oriented toward
the school of Fine Arts and
Communications, he said.
"We hope to combine our
program guides" with articles
pertinent to the School of Fine
Arts and Communications,
Houser said,, which will be in
the form of a "fine
magazine."

?*£»!

■M

HARRISONBURG
TRANSMISSION
SERVICE
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• REBUILT TRANSMISSIONS
• CONVERTERS! PARTS

Student Discount
with ID
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"normal student reactions"
toward the center, she said.
Two members had mainly
good attitudes toward the
health center after extended
stays there.
"It wasn't that bad," said
Katrina Crooks, who spent a
week in the infirmary. "The
nurses are friendly to you."
Crooks' only complaint was
that a nurse had awakened
her at midnight to ask if she
wanted a sleeping pill.
David Zighelboim didn't
want to be on the committee
because of a lack of spare
time and will probably drop
off, he said Monday.
Zighelboim spent five days
in the infirmary and said he
received "excellent
care...Those nurses take care
of you. It's a pretty good
system."
Another
committee
member
who
was
recommended by Pile, Nancy
Ross, could not be contacted.
A good compromise was
made between students he had
recommended and other
recommendations, Pile said.
Four of
Pile's
recommendations were
selected.

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY f.

Ski Specials
VALLEY SPORTS ANNEX
r

«c

124 S. Main
Harrisonburg, VA
433-8185

All skis, bindings, accessories boots and clothing
on SALE NOW

fftiRsons

DISCOUNT DEPARTMENT STORES
til

JffijJ

K

W

m

EZ£U

MUSIC TO YOUR BUDGET

9t

See Our Large
Selection Of
• WOOL SHIRTS
• VESTS
• CHAMOIS SHIRTS
• FLANNEL SHIRTS
New Merchandise
Arriving Daily
Suppliers
For The Outdoors
-Caving, Backpacking
Scuba Diving, ClimbingFLORIDA KEYS **IMI
DIVE
crdr-h
Main Street
New Market,

Land

740-8889

(N.xtToTh.
Borb.rShop)

Optn: 9:304:30 W«d..Frl.
U 6 Sat. & Sun.
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Utility co-op to begin end of next semester
By KRIS CARLSON
A utility co-op should begin
signing up commuter students
by the end of next semester,
according to reports at
Tuesday's Commuter Student
Committee meeting.
The
Utility
Deposit
Corporation workgroup
designed
to
eliminate
commuter student utility
deposits plans to begin signing
up students by the end of the
academic year, according to
CSC
chairman
Craig
Williams.

Each commuter would pay
the Co-op $5-$10 at the
beginning of the year,
avoiding approximately $250
in utility deposits, Williams
said. The Corporation would
guarantee payment of unpaid
student bills to area utilities
within 60 days, and it would
then pursue the negligent
student for reimbursement,
he said.
Return on the initial
payment at the end of the year
would depend on the
corporation's outpay and

wmmmmmmmmmtm

ULLAGE PUB
£U£RV MONDAY NITE
All The

4

12

SPAGHETTI & SALAD

You Can Eat
$2.95
****•**••••••
EUEBV TUESDAY NITE
All The

4

12

PIZZA & SALAD

You Can Eat
$2.95
• •**•••••*•**
Plus BEER Specials (60THNITES)
WITH ANV FOOD ORDER

64oz Pitcher
1 6oz Mug

success in collecting unpaid
bills from students, Williams
said.
"The
utilities
seem
supportive," said Lin Rose,
CSC advisor and Associate
Director for Housing Services.
"The utilities are now
collecting information on how
many students have deposits,
in order to see how many
students will be involved," he
said.
Reporting that he had not
received
"satisfactory
results" from Security and
Safety Director William
Wilberger in preventing
construction and resident
students' from parking in
commuter spaces in Xlot, CSC
Task
and
Manpower
Coordinator Jeff French said
his next action would be to
present the matter to William
Merck,
assistant
vice
president for buisness affairs.
"Wilberger told me he
would try and find another
place for the construction
vehicles to park, and that he
would have his personnel
patrol
the
area
more
frequently," French said. "I
have not received satisfactory
results, the problem still
exists."
"The
problem
has
improved," Wilberger said,
"But I doubt it has been
taken care of completely yet."
The parking problem could
be eliminated "in a period of
time" through continual
enforcement of parking
regulations, Wilberger said.
As an additional comment
on the X-lot parking problem,

Williams called Wilberger an
"unproductive bureaucrat,"
who
was
"very,
very
unhelpful to commuter's
desires."
"We're doing everything
possible to enforce parking
regulations as best we can,"
Wilberger responded. "I
know some commuters can't
fit in, and have to park
elsewhere, we just don't have
enough commuter spaces."
French stressed that he
was making no statement on
Wilberger personally or on
Wilberger's "ability to do his
job."
In other business, CSC's
request for revenue from the
vending machines in the
commuter student lounge was
denied, since "the machines
we want money from do not
generate a profit," Rose said.
"Scooter's Nooze" Editor

* Gays
((on tin lied from Page I)

hold the dance.
Widespread rumours had
circulated that various
groups, including one
fraternity, planned to disrupt
the dance.
Members of the UVa. GSU
had planned to attend the
dance and also loaned the
JMU group $50, McDermott
said.
Sixty to 70 people, mostly
JMU students, were expected
to attend.
according to

w.
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SHADETREE GLASS SHOP
WE HAVE SNORKELS!
NEW HOURS:
Daily 9:30-9 pm Sat. 9:30-5 pm

Dwight Wernecke reported
that $214 has been spent on the
newsletter so far this
semester, and that the
newsletter had "reached the
commuter 5800 times and can
reach 5000 more," on the same
$214.
The only remaining costs
for "Scooter's Nooze" for the
semester are printing costs of
$12-$22 per issue, Wernecke
said.
The CSC gave its formal
support to the CS Lewis
Lecture Series, which will
bring in prominent speakers
from the Washington D.C.
area to speak on "moral
issues of today."
Commuter students can
now pick up their campus
telephone directories in the
CSC office in the Warren
University Union, Williams
said.

(fire and water shot glass)
custom monograms available
82 S. Main St.
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DeBottis.
The organizers planned to
use the dance to form a gay
group at JMU.
"The idea was to show
people what a GSU could do
and get the gay community
together and tell them we
are organizing,"*
said
McDermott. "We hoped to
start an organization next
semester."
He said the cancellation
would not change
those
plans, but "we're not going to
have an easy time of it."
"Gay students here won't
quit
organizing,"
said
DeBottis.
"I think it's really
disappointing the faculty put
that type of pressure on
Lincoln.
The Episcopal
Church has always
been
supportive of minorities in
their quest for
civil
rights."
The furor over the gay
dance "just shows how
ignorant people are," said
McDermott.

SPECIALS TIL TUES. NOV. 21
WITH THIS AD

INDIAN SUMMER SALE

3 pcCord Suit (Reg$l 10}$79

C£T ON THE WARPATH
AND
CAPTURE SUP£RSAUINOS

SLACKS Wools, Blends,
Polyesters
JEANS
Patterns & Solids
CORDS
28-46 Waist
KHAKIS Open Bottoms

20%
OFF

All Shirts & Sweaters

UPTO^20% OFF
Carcoats- All Weather CoatsJackets UPIO15% OFF
Large Selections
on Name Brands
at Tremendous
SAVINGS
Students ask
about your own
charge account
ajor Credit Cards)
Welcome

FROM NOW UNTIL SATURDAY
fOft CHIEFS: All Wrangler Unwashed Jeans M.0B
Men's Denim western Shirts
ST0.0B
All Men's Sweaters
25% Off
AND SOUAIBS: Blouses and TopsNow 20% Off
Sweaters
25% Off
Sweater (oats
1/2 Mee
Ladles Jumpers and Beautiful Selection of
Dresses now reduced 25%

THE 60DV SHOP

'DOWNTOWN HARRISONBURO'
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Is JMU theatre washed up? No!

'A Man For All Seasons': one of the best
By LORI M \(» AI
I was told last year by a
graduating senior that the
James Madison University
theatre department was all
but finished, that all the good
people had graduated, and
rather than going into theatre
at JMU it would be better to go
out and sell shoes. Not so.
Instead of witnessing the last
gasps of a dying department,
the audience attending the
opening of Robert Bolt's "A
Man for All Seasons" Tuesday
night was honored by possibly
the best performance on the
Latimer-Schaeffer stage that
I have ever seen. For being
supposedly washed-up, the
theatre department certainly
can put on a good display.
"A Man for All Seasons" is
the story of Sir Thomas More,
scholar, statesman, and saint.

actor walks onstage in a satin
robe, he becomes the filler
that shows off the robe,
instead of it being the other
way around. Pam Johnson's
costumes are real creations,
faithful to the period, pleasing
to the eye, and well, a wonder.
The set, designed by Allen
Lyndrup, is also lovely, which
is not all unusual for LatimerSchaeffer Productions. It is
simple, but not stark, and
allows the action to flow freely
from one scene to another.
The balance between visual
embellishment and character
is well set, and the actors
compliment one another
perfectly. For example, the
tension
between
More
(Thomas King) and Norfolk
(Stephen Clark) is about equal
to the tension between More
and
Chapuys
(Robert

Sideshow^
t&rts <& People

It is impossible to sum up a
tragedy in a few sentences,
but the basic gist is the
conflict between a man's duty
to his king and his duty to his
conscience. A hallmark of
this tragedy is that there is no
villian-some reprehensible
individuals, yes, but no
villian. More is trapped by
circumstances. He has no
acceptable escape, and this is
where the play begins. What a
man who is thusly trapped can
do and does do is what makes
him heroic.

A FINAL, EMOTIONAL GOODBYE between
Sir Thomas More (Tom King) and his wife

Alice (Mary.Ruberry). For more photos from
'A Man For All Seasons,' see adjoining page.

photo by Lawrence Emerson

Hickman).
The tension
carries through to the end and
sets More's dilemma and final
decision into sharp relief. And
the play is so well balanced
between plot and theme,
motivation and character,
that if any actor had tried to
stress his side, he would have
distorted it. This does not
happen. Also it is refreshing
to see a production that shows
proper deference to theme
and symbolism, but does not
stress them. If this show is
socially heartening, it is not
blatantly so.

I will not waste newsprint
by praising the individual
actors. They are all threedimensional, strongly
characterized,
and
memorable. Phoef Sutton is
especially effective as the
Common Man and Dr.
Thomas King as Sir Thomas
More is above praise.
The costumes and set in the
show do exactly what they are
supposed to do-compliment
the actors, not overpower
them. Too often if a weak

The theatre department
has in the past proven they
can take a bad play and do
wonderful things with it, and
they have also proven that
they can make a good play
even better. "A Man for All
Seasons" hearkens back to
such productions as "Twelfth
Night" and "The Importance
of Being Earnest" but I think
when the time element is
removed, this will be agreed
to be the best in the lot

Catfish Hodge's band plagued by sloppiness
By UNDSEY BOTELER
Catfish Hodge returned to Harrisonburg last week with little
ado and left the same way. As usual, the comedy was excellent,
but the toal band performance was weak.
The reason could be the small crowd, which became smaller
when a groupof people were ejected for not paying the cover
charge, but it was actually the band's fault.
The problem was simply sloppiness. That means they made a
lot of mistakes.
Several of the band members were, at times, visibly uncertain
of what they wereplaying. Of three guitarists, Catfish seemed the
only one who really knew the material.
The majority of the mistakes came in song endings, despite
obvious verbal communication between band members
Rumor has it that the two guitarists and the drummer are
relatively new to the band, and becauseof that the mechanical
errors were excusable in hindsight.
The long breaks were not.
But things were not all bad for the Catfish Hodge Band. The
opening dramatization of Catfish metamorphizing into Dapper
Dan was indicative of his solo performances and a credit to his
instinct for comedy.
Singing "I Got it Bad," Catfish displayed not only a feel for the
music, but a voice somewhat reminiscent of Joe Cocker; not
exactly clear and harmonious, but with soul.
Some of the instrumentals did come off well, however,
especially the opening of "She was a High Roller," a hard rock
tune, and indicate better performances in the future.

CATFISH HODGE AND BAND at the Elbow
Room last Week. 'From* leit to.right DaVfc !

Namerdy. Jimmy Powers, Catfish, Gary
Shofijos, Qwaynegamgbeili and Sander Gray.

photo by Becky Aaron
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'the characters are all
three-dimensional,
strongly characterized
and memorable9
such as...

...the soon-to-be-deceased Cardinal
Wolsey(Steve Cross)...
.a ruthless Cromwell(Andy Clemence)...

...More'* daughter, lady Margaret (Helen Stoltzfus,
background) and the Duke of NorfolkfSteve Clark)..

photos by Lawrence Emerson

...and the commonest man of them all,
Phoef Sutton...
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• SGA
'Continued from Page l>

Administrative vice
president
Dave Martin
reported
that
early
registration of select groups is
being frowned upon in the
records office.
"Their eventual goal is to
have no early registration,"
he said.
Early registration differs
from pre-registration in that
these students could register
out of class order in to avoid
specific schedule conflicts.
Groups such as athletes,
residence hall staff, dining
hall workers have been
allowed to register early in the
past, Martin said.
The last time the SGA and
the
executive
council
registered early was in the
spring of 1975, he said.
"That spring 892 people
registered early; this fall only
336 people registered early,
Martin said.
Only groups with "definite
need" will be allowed to
register early this year, he
said.
The majority of the Senate
agreed with' Martin and
defeated a bill of opinion that
recommended the Senate and
the executive council be
allowed to register early.
Don Haag, treasurer, told
the Senate that basketball

UALLEV PLAZA BAMtt SHOP
• HAIRSTVUNC IV APPOINTMENT

coach Lou Campanelli was
interested in holding a
"Student Press Day" at which
he would talk about the team
and its chances and opponents
for this season.
«
Senators questioned
whether or not students would
attend such an event,
recalling the sparse turnout of
students for last year's
basketball pep rally.
"If Campanelli wants to
impress the students, he
should try cleaning up. his act
on the basketball court," said
Craig Williams of the
Commuter
Student
Committee.
A Utility Co-op is being
formed by commuter students
according to secretary Leslee
Ledden.
The co-op would
release a student from having
to put down a deposit on
utilities and would guarantee
the company that the co-op
would pay up to a certain
amount for any student who
might "go bad" on an
account.
ine co-op would then "go
after" the student for
reimbursement, she said.
"We got the impression
that the utility companies
were in favor of this idea," she
said, referring to recent
luncheon meeting at which the
idea was presented.

Dale Wegner Chevy City

Plans to use the entire top
floor of the Warren University
Union for the SGA-sponsored
Christmas dance have been
approved, she said. The ticket
price will include beer.
The SGA funded $350 to the
JMU Chemical Society for the
installation of a chemistry
film library in Miller Hall. It
also funded $50 to the
communications and public
relations committee of the
SGA to print posters and
tickets for the Christmas
dance. The Catholic Campus
Ministry was funded $410 to
pay for royalties and scripts
for their production of
"GodspeU".
The SGA also funded $225 to
the Inter-Hall Council for
homecoming display prizes.
(Continued on Page 13)

- FOR OUVS * CALS
Our price* art defined for the tightest
of budgets
So drop en In and meet our staff:
Janice WIICOK, Winston Shlfflett,
A Suzanne Shirk*.
"Serving the valley since 1*72"
Hours: Tits. - Frl. S - 5 Sat. 8 - h
(closed Mondag) MS ■ 1010 (Next to lorn)

(Convenient location atross from upper campus)

Christmas b on the wag and we've got lots of gifts
for stocking-staffers.
Lowe, Coty and Bonne Belle gifts sets.
jCaue

—Soft perfume and Teddy bear holder

Cnfjj

—Wild mush Ousting Powder and sprau set
—Powder Pouf Cologne
-—Smittu Kittu fragrance candle

when it comes to value ...

Fragrance colognt buehet

J. M. U. comes to Chevy City
New & Used cars
434-6731
Downtown Harrisonburg

• REGULAR HAIRCUTTINO WITH NO
APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

Bawte Brffe —| free cosmetic gifts with purchase of lotion
Mann small gift Items to please four friends for Christmas
m\%. Main Harrisonburg, U 43»-lo50
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THE SKY'S
THE LIMIT IN
NAVAL AVIATION.
If you want to get to the top in aviation, the Navy is the
way to go. We offer unlimited opportunities as pilots ant
Naval Flight Officers.
As a pilot, you'll be trained to fly the most advanced
pets ever developed. As a Naval Flight Officer, you'll op-l
erate the sophisticated weapon systems, computers and
advanced electronics. As either, you'll wear the wings of
Naval Aviation.'
If you're a college man in good physical condition,
Naval Aviation could be your route to the top.. Find out
about it from your local recruiter. Contact:
The Officer Information Team
will be on Campus Feb 6-8
.
orcall toll free: 1-800-552-9947
MMfTOfffKM. Iff NOT JUST A

UNLIMITED
Beverage
Refills
complete with
choice of potatoes,
Texas Toast and al!
the soup and salad
yon can eat.
829 E. Market St.

6 reasons why
you should visit your
Raleigh dealer now.
□
D
□
D

Bicycle specials for Christmas.
Vi price accessory deal with bicycle purchase.
Convenient Layaway.
Raleigh and Rampar bicycles in every age and price
range.
D Free bicycle assembly.
D Raleigh/Rampar Bicycle Buyer's Protection Policy.

$154.00
Rampar ft-I

Mark's Bike Shop

1094 S College Ave. Harrisonnurg, Va. 22801
The Pedal People
Phone (703) 434-5151

• SGA
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A proposal to construct a
parking lot between the Greek
nouses and the WVPT station
was referred to the building
and grounds committee, as
was a proposal to have shelves
built in the WUU mezzarrie
storage areas.
A proposal to provide a
wider variety of salad
dressing in the dining hallwas
referred to the Food Services
Advisory committee.
"Voice without vote" was
recommended for members of
the
Interhall
Council,
Commuter Students
Committee and University
Program Board so that they
could introduce proposals in
the Senate. This proposal was
referred to the constitutional
revisions committee.
The Senate also approved a
bill of opinion that put the SGA
on record in support of
replacing stools in the dining
hall for checkers.

A TIGHT FIT. Trying to
carry the Royal Dukes' drums
down the steep steps near
Madison Stadium isn't as easy
as it sounds, as one marching
band member discovers.
Photo by Mark Thompson

THI STROH BREWERY COMPANY. DETROIT. MICHIGAN © WS

FREE
ACOISTAATION AT
GRAND OPENING
THURSDAVflHDAVSATURDAY

$50
"Do you serve Robots?"

>- »»

OlfT CERTIFICATE

"No, only Stroh's.

Distributed by the
Shenandoah Corporation Corp.
Staunton,VA

For the real beer lover.

CHARLES
SMITH
UALLEV MALI
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^-Calendar
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"Rarely has there been w
much concern over a campus
issue as has been sparked by
the recent zoning issue and
the present proposed calendar
change, "said Pile.
In the recommendation,
approved
Monday,
the
calendar committee of 1980-81
will be "strongly urged
to move the start of school to
Sept. l. Labor Day."
Therefore, the 1980-81
academic year here will
probably start Sept 1 and end
Dec 19, if the 1980-81 calendar
committee follows
this
suggestion.
The academic
calendar is made up only one
year in advance, and the
committee composition may
bedifferent for 1980-81.
The calendar committee's
recommendation will go to
President Ronald Carrier for
approval.
^lliimft<Hiiiiniiliiiiiiiiii

New York Style

PIZZA

«0 • OFF ANY PIZZA
w/coupon
Beer Now on Tap
Sun.- Thurs. 11AM-12 n.Jnight
Fri- Sat.
11AM-1AM

434-5375
_
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778 E. Market

Fast Carry Out

__.
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Rockingham
National Bank
YOUR HOME-OWNED ACTION BANK
RNB CENTER. HARRISONBURG. VIRGINIA 22801
• HARRISONBURG • GROTTOES • VERONA
• BRIDGEWATER • VVEYERS CAVE • MT SIDNEY
MEMBER. VALLEY OF VIRGINIA BANKSHARES

photo by Mark Thompson
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GLRECN PLANTS

TERRARIUMS
CANDLES
DRItD FLOWERS
Z04.5&MAIH

#JVS-/36>
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Ahh.the care package
from hornet a a
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JMU Students
Come By and Uisit
NOW OPEN!

815 E. Market
(formerly Cedrk's location)

EATING FOR BREAKFAST
Ik*Steak t Eggs — Ham ft Eggs — Sausage (Eggs
Fresh Homemode Biscuits — Unlimited Coftea I
We also feature
Steak t Biscuits — Ham ft Biscuits — Sausage ft Biscuits

• FuH Service At Breakfast
let as start yovr day off rlgbtl Come In and hove e soot and wo wM
eetfcerestll
—MAKFACT SfffVIO I AM to 11 AMJ SteakMscwfts.,
I1.1t
IHaMarSeeseaeMaeaNB
...J»
Itaafc ft lajo.lHoaieweBeBox^. Jetty* letter
S.tt

HoM*rSoiMOo«.2iej«.2SkKUlta.MlyABun«T

....1.79

OW SKOAITY- HOT DOM wM HOMIMAM Ottl
AND JWCV HAMSUSGHB (Ground Fresh Dotty)
o lUMCHoiUWNMBr$ftVH).UA«»Ton»,«HotDoatThjoWavYouLkoTmMit . ..„.
,.,*>.,.... .4*00
/4 Lv-vH

eoTA^WMH
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Now comes Miller time.
Shank Beverage Co.
Box 1123
Harrisonburg.VA 22801
434-7829
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M
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Nov. IS and Nov. W UHlssn Hall

Scandinavian Seminar offered
Scandinavian Seminar is
now accepting applications
for its study abroad program
in
Denmark,
Finland,
Norway, or Sweden for the
academic year 1979-80.
This
living-and-learningexperience is designed for
college students, graduates
and other adults who want to

A UNIVERSAL Picture ■ Technicolor® (PG|

DIAMONDS
WATCHES

JEWEL BOX
_

EA
A ™"?*
ALL

TO ALL JMU STUDENTS
20% OFF

JEWELRY

ALLMERCHANDISE ggj f
UPON PRESENTATION
fj
OFSTUDENTSI.D.
ill 0 #

a*a

Today's Diamonds , ..
At Yesterday's Prices!
International diamond prices have recently been
substantially incteased. However, we will maintain
today's diamonds at yesterday's prices.

GOOD FOR ENTIRE SCHOOL YEAR!
$tfl fiJJL

become part of another
culture while acquiring a
second
language.
c
An initial 3-week language
course, followed by a family
stay whenever possible, will
give the student opportunity to
practice the language on a
daily basis and to share in the
life of the community. For the
major part of the year he is
separated from his fellow
American students, living and
studying
among
Scandinavians at a "People's
College" (residential school
for
continuing
adult
education) or some other

Welcomes Back
All Macjison Students
WE FEATURE
Reasonably Priced Food

CANCER
SOCIETY

specialized institution.
All Seminar students
participate,
in
the
Introductory, Midyear and
Final Sessions, where matters
related to their studies,
experiences and individual
progress are reviewed and
discussed. The focus of the
Scandinavian Seminar
program is an Independent
Study Project in the student's
own field of interest.
An
increasing
number
of
American colleges and
universities are giving full or
partial credit for the Seminar
year.
The fee, covering tuition,
room, board, and all courseconnected
travels
in
Scandinavia, is $4,600.
For further information
please write to: Scandinavian
Seminar, 100 East 85th Street,
New York, N.Y. 10028.

Service Parts ofHarrisonburg,
Inc.
Wholesale Distributors
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS * EQUIPMENT
We sell wholesale only, to all JMU
students. Master Charge Welcome

14 N Liberty St. HburgVa
Phone 434-3844 434-5750

Chrysalis

••••••••••

* 50 item soup and *
*
Salad Bar
*

••••••••••

FAMIT mmm

4344)505

Exit NOL €3
Port Road & i-81

n

Beside,
Howard Johnsons ?
HyreonburL Vt

Steaks, Seafood, Chicken
Sandwiches and Spaghetti <
Lucheon Buffet
Private Meeting Rooms
Available
Come Early For An Enjoyable
Evening Meal & Top Entertain*
ment
Wec/. jburs. Fri.& Sat.

• After Enjoying A Delicious Meal
GO BELOW to the :

&MAL

Open (Dei*. - Sat.

Supptti y«m* cdtege imujayKe.

with Rst tnttrUhmtnt

A*
^\

(Thiirs.-Ladits Night)

This week:

DAZZLE
COLLEGE
PUB
'Presents:/

LARGE
DANCE FLOOR
8:30 - MIDNIGHT

0Kd(^rftiGcty»u*CHw**T-dltM
J** *3, BK td w tilhnm pau ts% 50.*
At the campus center:
monday, main lobby, 9-5
tuesday, main lobby, 9-5
Wednesday, p.o. lobby, 9-1

ChqtatutiipmiHUtyfaScktdikTiuJk'diatd
Cmmwitokim

• • Welcome* all MADISON Students • *
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Ten teams to participate in wrestling tourney
First JMU Takedowm Invitational starts tomorrow
Ten teams are expected to
participate in the first James
Madison
University
Takedown
Invitational
Wrestling
Tournament
tomorrow at JMU's Godwin
Hall.
Teams from American
University,
Eastern
Mennonite College, George
Washington University,
Hampden-Sydney College,
James Madison University,
Longwood College, Lynchburg
College, Virginia Military
Institute, the University of
Virginia and Washington St
Lee
University
will
participate in the tournament.
Each
bout
in
the
tournament will consist of two
2 Vfe minute periods with a 30

second
break
between
pariods.
Medals will be awarded to
the top three finishers in each
weight class and trophies will
be presented
to
the
outstanding wrestler, the
wrestler with the most
takedowns and the wrestler
with the most falls in the
tournament.
The tournament is open to
the public at no charge and is
scheduled to begin at 10 a.m.
The 1978-79 JMU team will
be a young one With 19
freshmen, 10 sophomores, no
juniors and two seniors on the
roster.
Last year's team,,
which compiled a 12 11 record,
was also a young one with
freshmen wrestling in six of

the 10 weight classes for most
of the season.
Freshmen are expected to
play just as important a role
for the Dukes this season and
head coach'Dick Besnier
believes he
has recruited
several fine wrestlers.
Among the freshmen
recruits are Brian Langlinais
(126 lbs.), who was a Virginia
AAA champion last year; Phil
Case (134 lbs), a Virginia
AAA runner-up last year; Jud
Stokes (142 lbs.), who finished
with a 15-0 record as a high
school senior; and Tim Noerr
(190 lbs.), who was a high
school All-America at Chief
Logan
High School
in
Lewistown, Pa., last year.
In addition, JMU has
several returning lettermen

Sports

who had outstanding seasons
a year ago and are back to
compete in the same weight
classes this season.
Sophomore
Dennis
Herndon (118 lbs.) became the.
first JMU wrestler to win
more than 20 matches in a
season when he won 21 last
year. Herndon led the Dukes
in
several
categories
including most reversals
(12). near falls (14) and team
points (67).
Also
returning
is
sophomore heavyweight John
Kubesh.
Kubesh placed
fourth in the NCAA Eastern
Regionals last year and had 20
victories during the 1977-78
season.
•
Sophomore Scott Utegaard

returns in the 167 lb. weight
class. Utegaard led the Dukes
in pins a year ago with eight
and finished the season with a
15-4-1 record
Senior Kelly Sharpes, the
team captain, is back to
compete in the 158 lb. weight
class. Sharpes finished with a
7-4 dual meet record a year
ago. .
In all, the Dukes have nine
lettermen returning from last
year's team.
In addition to several new
wrestlers, JMU will have a
new assistant coach this
season.
Bob Harwick, a
former standout wrestler at
the University of Virginia, has
joined the JMU program as
assistant coach.
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Tough defense, reborn offense, spelled success
By DAN McNEIL
A consistently tough
defense and a regenerated
offense spelled a much
improved JMU football team
that compiled an 8-2 mark

for 1978. The Dukes, ranked
ninth in the Division III poll,
narrowly missed the playoffs
in probably their final year at
the Division III level.
The fourth quarter at

Salisbury, Md. on Oct. 7
marred the almost perfect
season. JMU watched a ninepoint lead fall to a 13-point
Salisbury rally in the closing

seconds of the disastrous
period.
The other loss, 32-7 to
William and Mary, was
expected and can not actually
be
considered
in
the
evaluation of JMU's season.
Excluding the W & M
'Contest, the defense did not
permit an opponent more than
two touchdowns and played
outstanding
football
throughout the fall of 1978.
The
Wide-Tackle
Six
defensive line, a question
mark in preseason because of
the lack of experience,
removed all doubts with
aggressive
play
from
veterans and newcomers
alike.
A good example of the
blend of old and new are
defensive tackles Larry Smith
and Clyde Hoy. Smith, a
senior four-year letterman,
was the stablizing influence on
the front line and closed out
his JMU career with a fine
year that included 75 tackles
and seven quarterback sacks.
Hoy made his presence well
known in his freshman year,
credited with 107 tackles and
threw opposing backs for
losses seven times.
Sophomore defensive
tackle John Kubesh hardly
has time to catch his breath.

Duchesses
swimmers
lose opener

JMU'S BUTCH ROBINSON breaks into the
open against Emory and Henry College last
week. Robinson led the Dukes in rushing with

550 yards on 111 carries and seven touchdowns
this season. The Dukes finished a successful
Season with an H-2 record,

photo by David Johnson

The James
Madison
University
women's
swimming team lost its
opening meet of the season
Wednesday (Nov. 8) to the
University of Richmond 72-59.
The Duchesses broke two
team records in the meet.
Sophomore Maria Grosz
(Keedysville. Md.) set a new
record in the 100-yard
freestyle with a time of :56.0
and sophomore Mary Kate
Ferguson (Baltimore, Md.)
established a new record in
the 100-yard breaststroke with
a time of 1:13.97.

trading a football field for a
wrestling mat. Kubesh, who
improved with each game and
a constant member of the
opponnent's backfield, begins
wrestling practice this week.
Defensive ends Ray Moore
and Tom McGloon picked off
three interceptions apiece,
tying for second place in that
category.
Moore, a hardhitting member of the
specialty teams, blocked
three kicks to hike his career
total to six.
It's very difficult to single
out one person when the entire
defense played well, but
linebacker Dale Caparaso
made a big difference and
huge impact on this year's
team. The junior was tops in
five different defensive
(Continued on Page 17)

Division El
football bids
The Division II playoffs
schedule was announced
Monday by the NCAA
selection committee.
Top ranked Minnesota
Morris (10-0) will host eighthranked St. Olaf College of
Minnesota (9-1).
The University of Dayton,
ranked second with a 9-1-1
record, play at CarnegieMellon
College
of
Pennsylvania (8-1), seventh
ranked.
Third-ranked BaldwinWallace College of Ohio (8-0-1)
hosts St. Lawrence College of
New York (9-1-1).
Witterberg (8-0-1), ranked
fourth, plays at Ithaca College
of New York (9-1), the fifth
ranked team.
All games will be played
one Saturday afternoon.
Four
teams
received
regional bids, and four teams
got at-large berths.
Minnesota Morris,
University of Dayton, Ithaca
and Carnegie-Mellon all
received regional bids. St.
Olaf, Baldwin-Wallace,
Wittenberg and St. Lawrence
got at-large bids.

Gymnasts
'stronger9

Basketball exhibition
with Xavier tomorrow
The basketball Dukes will
host St. Francis Xavier
University of Nova Scotia in
an exhibition game on
tomorrow at K p.m. in Godwin
Hall
The exhibition will be the
Dukes' fourth against a team
from another nation. JMU
has hosted the Australian and
Czechoslovakian national
teams and a team from Great
Britain in recent years.
St. Francis Xavier is led
by Canadian national team
member Peter Ryan, a B'Sty"
senior guard-forward. Ryan
averaged 16 points and 6.6
rebounds a game in leading
his team to a 21-11 record last
season.
Also returning for St.
Francis Xavier are three
other players who averaged in
double figures in 1977-78.
Back for the X-men are 6'1"
junior guard Gil Green, who
averaged 14 points a game
last year, and 6'5" junior
forward Pat Adrien and 6'2"
junior
guard
Varovj
Gurunlian, both of whom
averaged 13 points a game
last season.
Adrien also averaged 8.2
rebounds a game in 1977-78.
The JMU Dukes have ten
lettermen. including three
starters, returning from last
vear's 18-8 team.

The
team's
leading
rebounder
and second
leading scorer a year ago, 6'8"
junior forward-center. Steve
Stielper, returns along with
with 6'2" senioi guard Roger
Hughett and 6'6«^sophomore
forward Tyrone Shoulders.
Stielper
averaged 16.8
points and 8-1 rebounds last
season, while Hughett led the
team in assists with 80 and
also averaged 8.4 points a
game.
Shoulders, who
replaced the injured Jack
Railey as a starter late in
the year, averaged 10.3 points
and seven rebounds a game in
the last seven games of the
1977-78 season.
St. Francis Xavier will
play the University of
Richmond on Thursday and
Virginia Tech on Friday
before meeting the Dukes on
Saturday..
Tickets for the game are $2
and may be obtained at the
Godwin Hall ticket office or by
calling 433-6697. Tickets will
also be available at the door.
All tickets are general
admission. JMU students will
be admitted free with student
IDs.
The JMU Dukes open
regular season play against
the University of Virginia in
the
Cavaliers'
Tip-Off
Tournament on November 24.

BASKETBALL ALREADY? That's right. Although the Fall
seasons are just ending, basketball is ready to begin. The Dukes
will open with an exhibition game against St. Xavier University of
Nova Scotia tomorrow at 8:00 in Godwin Hall. Steve Stielper,
shown here, will be counted upon heavily this season.
Last year for the 18-8 Dukes,
Stielper averaged 16.8 points
0 0 bv
and 8.1 rebounds per ga me.
P* '
**••* Thompson

* Football
(( oniiinicd from Page Mi)
categories:
unassisted
takcles (23). first hits (55)
and assists (88), back for loss
(13), and quarterback sacks
(7).
Linebackers Bill Jarvis,
Ted McGuirfc and Mike
Battleracked up a combined
total of 186 tackles at the other
linebacking position.
The
secondary
was
probably the biggest surprise,
intercepting a record 19
passes with Ricky Leonard
leading the way with five.
Defensive back Mike King,
tied for fourth in unassisted
tackles with Hoy established a
new record for highest
average in returning punts
(9.8), included the first a punt
return for a touchdown.
Lest the offense think it be
forgotten, the team came
back from record lows in 1977

Two riders
take firsts
at R-MWC
Two James Madison
University riders won blue
ribbons last wekend at the
Randolph Macon Woman's
College-Bedford County Pony
Show.
Sohpomore Kim Holt and
freshman Karen Cinsavich
both took firsts in open
equitation over fences. Holt
also won a third place ribbon
in open equitation on the flat
and Cinsavich took a second in
open equitation over fences.
Sohpomore Mary Jones
finished sixth in open
equitation over fences.

to break 12 offensive
standards.
The offense
opened and closed the season
with dazzling attacks in wins
over Washington and Lee (497) and Emory and Henry (4212).
In the latter victory, senior
quarterback John
Bowers
set school records for single
game competions (19),
passing yardage (270), total
offense (302), and tied the
mark for touchdown passes
(2).
The Hagerstown.
Md.
native's cumulative totals of
88 completions in 174
attempts,
percentage
completed and 1,169 yards
passing were four of the 15
new marks set by the signal-

'All in all,
1978 was a
very good year*
caller which also included
seven career records.
None of the 15 would have
been possible without superior
play of the Dukes' offensive
line. Depth was one of the its
biggest strengths.
Line coach Steve Wilt
enjoyed the luxury of being
able to substitute frequently
without diminishing the
overall effort. Four of the five
starting linemen, guards Rick
Burkhart and Rick Booth,
center Harry Ankle and tackle
Warren Coleman, will be lost
to graduation. Tackle Larry
Barker, the remaining 1978
offensive starter is among the

many experienced members
back to rebuild the line in 1979.
Butch Robinson, hampered
by injuries in the second half
of the year, was the JMU's top
rusher with HI carries for 550
yards and seven touchdowns.
Sophomore George Harris,
also bothered by various
ailments, finished second to
Robinson, amassing 425 yards
on 92 tries.
The arsenal of running
backs, like the offensive line
was more than able to
compensate for injured
personnel. A total of seven
people rushed for 120 yards or
more for the Dukes this
season.
Freshmen Todd
Martin (294) and Mike
Damiano (231) came on
strong at the end of the year to
supplant the efforts of the
Harris and Robinson.

with Hampden-Sydney (21-16)
and Randolph-Macon (21-10).
Head
coach
Challace
McMillin and his staff should
also receive a pat on the back
for welding the .team into a
powerful unit, exercising their
expertise in things such as
scouting.
All in all, if you had to
compare the year to a fine
wine, one would have to
conclude that 1978 was a very
good year.

A team that is stronger than
last season but one facing a
much tougher schedule than a
year ago is how JMU coach
Hayes Kruger characterizes
his 1978-79 men's gymnastics
squad.
The
JMU
men's
gymnastics team, has been
steadily improving since the
team's beginning in 1974. Last
year the Dukes posted a 4-5
mark, the best record in the
team's short history.
Ten gymnasts return from
last year's team, giving the
Dukes an experienced lineup.
Among
the
returning
gymnasts are seniors Ron
Ferris, George Ishee, and
Greg Frew.
Ferris, a team co-captain,
and Ishee are all-around
performers, while Frew is a
floor exercise and parallel
bars specialist.
Sophomore
co-captain
Dave Carter will also compete
in the all-around for the
Dukes.
Among the specialists on
the JMU team are juniors
Scott Balogh, Buster Butler,
Brad Clark and Ronnie
Hulshizer: Balogh competes
in the parallel bars and the
vault and Butler in the floor
exercise and high bar. Clark
is a specialist in the parallel
bars and high bar and
Hulshizer in the rings and
pommel horse.
Sohpomores Clifford Miller
and Bill Moberly will compete
in the rings for the Dukes.
Moberly will also compete in
the vault.
The only newcomer to this
year's team is freshman
Steven
Tornell. an allaround performer.
The Dukes will face the
likes of Navy, West Virginia,
Memphis
State,
the
University of Pennsylvania,
TheCitadel and Slippery Rock
State this season. JMU also
will compete against teams
from Virginia, Virginia Tech,
David Lipscomb College,
Towson State, Frostburg State
and
Essex
Community
College in the coming year.
JMU will also host the
Virginia intercollegiate
gymnastics championships on
February 25.

Junior Rich Hetherington
led the Dukes' corp of
receivers with 21 catches for
331 yards.
Zack Clark
snared 15 passes for 266 yards
and a team leading 17.7 yards
per catch. Tightend was a
very profitable position for
JMU with Ron Borders and
Lee Walters combining for 27
receptions for 343 yards.
Senior placekicker Joe
Showker shattered the record
for most extra points in one
year, connecting on 32 of 33
attempts. The only miss, in
the Salisbury defeat, was
affected by a strong gust of
wind.
Among the highlights of the
year were convincing wins
over two Division II schools,
Mars Hill (24-14) and
Shippensburg State (14-0),
and victories at away games

JMU HEAD COACH Challace McMillin studies his team's play at
Emory and Henry last Saturday.
Photo by David JOHMM
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* Chrysalis
(( onlinut'ri from l'uffr 2>

Seeking material from
outside
of
the
JMU
community for Chrysalis is
one way the creative arts will
become more visible to the
public, said Honeycutt.
"It is legitimate to ask for
material from the area in
order to put together as good
a content as possible," said
Zeiss, "Everyone is eligible to
participate."
One improvement is this
year's Chrysalis will be a staff
photographer. Bob Leverone
has
made
a
partial
commitment to the magazine,
said Honeycutt.
"With a good photographer
we can keep consistent the
3uality of reproduction of the
iree-dimensional work.
"One possibility for the
future,"
said Honeycutt,
"would be to candy-coat the
art work to make it more
palatable for students who
would
not
normally
appreciate it. We would
make
it
(Chrysalis)
functional.
"For example, we could
create something that looks
good at two feet and means
something but it would also
look good at ten feet and mean
something else. Like a poster
or a creative calendar or an

appointment book," said
Honeycutt.
Several schools presented
work such as this at the
Associated Collegiate Press
Convention in Houston, said
Honeycutt.
The quality of the Chrysalis
has been viewed skeptically
in the past by student leaders
and slightly favorable by the
student body.
Keeping a high standard
quality in literature has been a
big problem in the past, said
Honeycutt. But the standard
of literary quality is higher in
Chrysalis than many award
winning magazines, he said.
However, there is room for
improvement, he said.
More quanity to choose
from would help the quality of
the literature, said Neckowitz.
The staff should work on a
more professional
relationship between the
editor and the writer. The
work should be given back to
the author for resubmission
based on guidelines from the
editors on improving the
submitted work.
The editor-writer
relationship is possible, said
Zeiss. It could work positively
where the Chrysalis editors
would become a resource for
people to go to for improving
their work, he said.
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"PREPARE FOR COLD WEATHER"
U)e Have Antifreeze-Hoses-Thermostats- j
jJJJJw
Batteries-Tune-Up Materials

1j*gr RICULAR STUDENT DISCOUNTS '

MOTOR PARTS Of HARRISONBURO
555 N. MAIN ST.
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The quality of Chrysalis is
also dependent upon the funds
it receives.
This
year
Chrysalis is funded by the
School of Fine Arts and
Communication instead of the
SGA, which has cut or
minimally funded Chrysalis
for the past two years.
Chrysalis has received
$5000 in state funds this year
as opposed to last year when
the SGA cut Chrysalis funding
from $6,500 in 1976 to $1,870 in
1977. Last year President
Ronald Carrier stepped in
and added $3,000 to the
Chrysalis budget out of the
President's Fund .
Two years
ago
President Mike Anestos
decided to cut the funding of
Chrysalis because student
"response had been poor,"
even though a petition of 1,500
names had been received in
support of Chrysalis.
At that time, Chrysalis
advisor Steve Zapton said, it
"would take at least $10,000 to
produce a quality product."
Honeycutt said $10,000 in
funds would be justified in
producing a better quality
magazine for next year.

AMAZING
NEW CANCER
OPERATION
UNVEILED.

Tschudi said he would also
like to see
more money
directed to Chrysalis.
"It is pompous of the SGA or
Executive Council in deciding
that the arts aren't worth
student's money and time."
said Honeycutt.
In his "last episode with
the SGA," one in which the
SGA
vetoed funding for
Honeycutt to attend the press
conference in Houston,
Honeycutt said, it "is an
indication
of
the
conservative,
intolerant
attitude towards the arts.

Dubious people think the arts
are of dubious value."
Funding for Chrysalis by
the SGA is more practicle and
efficient, said
Honeycutt.
"Becuuse of state funding, I
am responsible to a thousand
people for every lousy penny
spent for Chrysalis.
"It takes two weeks to
three
months
to
get
expenditures
approved
through state funding," said
Honeycutt. "The time lag
could injure a one shot
publication like Chrysalis
when time is of the essnce."
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"What we have
here is a total
lack of respect
for the law!"
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Butt Reynolds
"Smokey.- « Bandit"
Sally Field Jerry Reed Jackie Gleason
fas Stwill Bulord T Justice |

Screenplay by JAMES LEE BARRETT and CHARLES SHYER & ALAN MANDEL
Story by HAL NEEOHAM & ROBERT L. LEVY ■ Music by BILL JUSTIS and JERRY REED
Directed by HAL NEEDHAM • Produced by MORT ENGELBERG imam PIOO«. ROBERI I

LEW
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"The Most Explosive force In Jazz"
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COUNT BASIC
AND

i

HIS ORCHESTRA

i

Plus

Grower, Margrct ZA ZU ZAZ
Thursday, December 7
IDHson Hall 8 PM
Tickets:

Reserved $6.50 Public.

!

$5.50 JMU/10
:

Outlets:

UM Box Office, Warren University Union 11-4 Mon-frl

Information:
Mall Order:

Ticket*

433-0217
Best seats given as orders are received, send self-addressed,
stamped envelope to:

JMU Program Beard
Box L-35
Harrisonburg, UA 22807

sale
NOW
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Classifieds
for Sale
TWO
HOUSING
CONTRACTS: Available for
spring semester. Call Debbie
or Karen at 5162.

By Garry Trudeau

Doonesbury
IF I MAY ASK,
SIR, tUHY/mn
YOU OUT THERE
PRACTiaN6UI[TH
! YOUR. COMRADES?
/

BECAUSE
I'M TUB
RESERVE

QUARTERBACK.

RESERVE?
THATSRIOHT.
DOESTHAT
I JUST SIT HERE
MEAN YOU
AW WATT FOR
DONTPLAY? SOMETH/NSTO

I

/

THEY LOOK
PRETTY STRCN6 I KNOW. IUIA5
FROMHERE.
JUSTmNKJN6
I
0F6ON6W
A MOVIE.
I

HAPPEN TO BILLY
KILMERS KNEES.

1970 VW FASTBACK: Runs
great. $500 or best cash off er.
Call 896-8333 evenings.
CUSHIONED BAR STOOLS:
Captain chair style backs.
Wood finish
New.
Sold
separately or together. Call
433-0177. After 4:00.
MALE
HOUSING
CONTRACT:
Spring
semester. Call Steve 433-7144,
Box 1522.
HOUSING CONTRACT:
Spring semester or available
immediately. Call Paula at
5422.

iDotrruN-

BECAUSE

THB QUARTER- 'Zg&SM:
BACKS JUST MFRTDPUiy.
TAKETURNS?

HtXUCOHE?
HAVEY0U
FALLENINTD
DISFAVOR*

NAH.TU.
WILL YOU BE
PROBABLY
SENTTOWORK GET A CAR
IN A FACTORY7 DEALERSHIP
CRS0METHN6.

S0METHN6
LIKE THAT.

HOUSING CONTRACT:
Spring semester. Call Robin
433-7293.
KUSTOM 200 BASS AMP:
With two 15" speakers. In
good condition, never been
blown up. Very loud. Call
Andv at 433-2640.
GUITAR AMP: Marshall 50series guitar amp. 1960 A
cabinet with 4-12 inch
speakers, $6000. Shure 5455D
unidyne microphone, $65.
Mutron II phase shifter, $60.
All are in excellent condition.
Call Cathy at 4334373.
ATTENTION
OUTDOORS
PEOPLE:
Raichle Teton
boots, men's 10 m. Excellent
condition.
$55.
Alpine
Designs Blue 65-35 Parka.
Never worn. $45. Call 433-

mTDKEEPVWR
SPIRITS UP, SIR. TM
SUREYOURTIMEIMLL
\ COME. WHY, JUSJ LOOK
I AT THE COMEBACK OUR
0CUN PFEMIERTEN6
I MADE RECENTLY!

m..

YEAH.

I

LISTEN, I HAVE
THAT
TOMEBTUflHMR.
WOULD
DUKE NOW. 11L
TRYTOmiNA
BE FINE.
600PWORD FOR
/•
YOU, OKAY?

I CERTAINLY
WANT TO WISH
YOU THE BEST
OF LOCK, SIR.

YEAH.
SAMETO
YOU, LITTLE
LADY.

I

HOPE YOU'RE
NOT PURSED
A6AIN0N
SUNDAY.
i

THATS
BENCHED.
THANKS.

I

2247

TYPEWRITER: Styx and
stones may break my bones,
but that drive to Roanoke will
surely kill me Social deviate.

/*

PRIVATE BEDROOM:
Available Jan. 1 in large - _
.
apartment one mile from CrOCK
campus. $67 plus electricity,
heat provided. Call Michelle
or Barbara 433-8904.
HOME:
Now under
construction on 7>/fe acres of
land just 5Vi miles from town.
Featuring three bedrooms,
two baths, carport, family
room in basement with
fireplace on beautiful wooded
acreage with fantastic view.
Buy now and choose your
color scheme.
Call Dean
Contractors, 833-8551 after 5
p.m.
TYPING SERVICE: Rhonda
Craign 433-1868. No calls after
9:30 p.m.
CAMERA: Nikkormat FT-2
camera. 50 mm F-Z lens,
case, accessories.
$225
negotiable. Call Mark at 4589.
SKIS: Volkyl 190 cm metal.
Long and fast. Just waxed.
Call Chuck 434-4722 or 434-0253
afer 5. $45.
YARD SALE: Large yard
sale, Saturday Nov. 16 at the
Oak Grove Theatre, three
miles west of 1-81, Exit 59 on
Rt 612. Great stuff. Charlie
Rancke, 886-1868.

Wanted
WANTED: Honda Civic,
Accord or Station Wagon.
Phone 289-9316 after 6 p.m. or
anytime on weekends.
FEMALE needed to share
apartment second semester at
Squire Hill. Call Donna at 4341607, Box 564.
(Continued on page 21)
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Personal*
PRES AND LEGISLATIVE
VICE: Why is it that you'll do
anything for us except that
which we really want? Short
and Sassy.
JAZZERS: It was Eyerman
on Monday night, but it's
hometown JMU musicians.
Thursday night. Seewho does
best!!! The Boys on the Bus.
UPB: Dr. Gonzo is speaking
in Richmond today.
Why
don't you try to get him here?
Or how about Mel Brooks, or
Chris Miller, or Garry
Trudeau? Squid Roller.

ByMarkLegan

Wings

DR. LAU: Congrats to the
Burger King Queen. Had a
rummage sale lately? How
about swinging on doors?
Have a happy 20th.
Roommate, Pukie, Monica.
GAIL: I have been watching
you a lot recently and I realize
how much that short guy
means to you. I would still
like to know you, but I know
it's hopeless. Sorry that I
bothered you so now I say
goodbye.
Affectionately,
(now I'm ) Hopeless.

By Tom Arvis

Roommates

JMU GIRLS: For a sensuous
evening sure to fulfill all
erotic fantisies. Call 5542 and
ask for Jim. Nice present
Casey? Happy Birthday!
Love, Paula.
FRATERNITY BROTHERS?
You can have them all.
except mine! Hope you all
nave a great Thanksgiving.
Will miss you. Love, Sigma
Pi's Littlest Sis.
YOUNG BUCKETTS:
It's
that time again. We will meet
Saturday same place, same
time. Happy Thanksgiving.
Thank you, thank you. The
Young Bucks.
TO THE MADAMES OF S's
SALON OF SEDUCTION:
Happy 19th and 20th. May

By Scott Worner g&3fSS,iU2fc

Madisonman & JiMmy U

score-keeper.

TO MALLARD: Here's to the
dirty dog between my sheets.
I hope you don't get the flu on
your birthday and if you do
don't barf on me. Have a
Happy Belated. Love, Bells.

0

MEttogr

Classifieds

(Continued from Page 20>

Wanted
ROOMMATE WANTEDNeed girl to share one
bedroom apartment 1 block
from acmpus. Rent - $95 a
month all utilities except
electricity. Fireplace! Call
433-0161 after 6.

found
FOUND WATCH: In vicinity
of D hall 4955

Jrt»
CLERK, tour guide, good pay,
flexable hours. Contact Bob
249-2451. Grand Caverns, Va.

MCDONALDS:
Now
accepting applications for
part time help at our Carlton
Street Store. We are looking
for 15-20 qualified individuals
for the following time slots:
day, short shift nights, closing
and weekends.
Apply in
person.
COLLECT NAMES: $1 each.
Free details. Send stamped,
addressed envelope to :
Smith, Box 170A-R1, Redoak,
Va. 23984.

Personals
TEG
TO GET DOWN:
NWOD; Love Adnil.
TO THE WILD ONES + 2:
Grandfather certainly called
the hogs last weekend,
DIDN'T HE? (chocolate chip
cookies, carrot cake, popcorn
and pizza .

TO
THE
HAINES
BROTHERS: You know we
love you guys! Thanks for all
the lovely weekends (and the
many more to come!) You're
still the tops on our list! Love
ya'll always, Bambi I, Bambi
II, and the Lamb.
TO THE G AND THE CAVE
MAN CLEAN-UP CREW:
The President of the United
States heard about your great
rampage and the garbage
accumulating in Gifford. He
has requested that you all take
on the slums of NY., Los
Angeles, D.C. and the suite
C304 in Huffman. Lori across
the bathroom gammit queen.
B & G: Why don't you come
fix our fuse box-or would you
rather see the paper be
dittoed?
Wine-Price
basement.

TO F2, B3. PRES, DJ.
SCHMEDLY.PR: Thanks for
the fantastic party Fri. night.
The Wild Ones.
WOMEN ON THE PROWL:
When are you going to prowl
around my door? But you
can't catch me because I'm the
Gingerbread Man.
AMY: Welcome back to JMU.
Be prepared for one of the
best weekends of our life!!
Thursday through Saturday,
I'm all yours. John.
CUGA: Today's your big day.
Don't get too racy or you will
lose it! Love, your roomie,
suitmates and 'number five!
RAPE: It could happen to
you. Why doesn't somebody
ask Security what they're
doing to prevent it? Male
Man.

JAZZERS: Thursday night
8:00pm. Check out the new
faces, new uniforms and
fantastic new tunes.
Also
check out the same Doc West!
The Boys in the Band.
ED IN B103A: You better stop
playing around with the
phone..it's not a toy. These
childish pranks will have to
stop. Be looking forward to
your next PHONE bill-MA
BELL
BROWN EYES: Be patient.
Our rendez-vous is sooner
than you think! Myrtle the
Turtle.
TYPEWRITER: Styx and
stones mat break my bones,
but that drive back to
Turkeytown really killed me.
Social Deviate.
_
DEAR CUSHION: You are
the healthiest individual that I
have ever met I hope all our
ups and downs will
last
forever. My experience with
your cushion in my car will
always linger in the back of
my mind. Love, Scum Pants.
COLUMBIA SCHOOL: Do
you give medals for creative
use of gutters? EE.

N
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JMU
is
a
failure
By Divayne Yan ceym
imiimS

The Young Freshman

Sunday football replaces church
and God gets even with the fan
wmmmmmammmmmmmm By Kevin Crowley mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

/

He had studied most of
Sunday afternoon and now it
was time for a well deserved
break. The Young Freshman
thought of no better way to
relax than to watch a couple of
quarters of the football game.
He grabbed a beer and a bag
of munchies and headed for
the TV lounge.
Upon entering the lounge,
The Young Freshman first
noticed
the
complete
darkness.
He waited a
moment for his eyes to
adjust and then,' looking
around, he noticed that every
shade was drawn. The only
light was emitted from the TV
set, which sat religiously atop
tables stacked high in the air,
glowing over a room full of
bleary eyed football fans
slouched in their chairs.
The Young Freshman saw
a seat in front and headed for
it As he passed in front of the
set he was suddenly showered
with cans, chairs and insults.
"Sit down you bum."
"Hey I can't see the damn
game."
"Get the hell out of the
way."
"Sorry, I was just going
for this seat..." The Young
Freshman mumbled.
He sat down a little shaken,
but ready to relax and get in to
the game.
Cleveland and Pittsburgh
were already in the third
quarter and The Young
Freshman asked aloud for the
score.
Someone in the back
sprang to his feet, "The
Browns are winning! Why?
Why buddy, do you think
they're a better team or
something?" he shouted
"No, no. I was Just curious.
I
swear," The Young
Freshman pleaded.
"Yeah, well just shut up
and mind your own business,
the guy answered.
The Young Freshman
slouched a little lower in his
chair and turned his attention
to the game. Cleveland was
driving.
Someone tapped The Young
Freshman on the shoulder and
whispered/'Don't worry about
him." the voice said, "That's
just Joe. He's a football freak.

Gets here every Sunday at 6
ti.m. and watches highlights of
ast week, the pre-pre game
show, the pre-pre game
interviews, the post-previews
of the pre-post game, ah, you
get the point. Anyway just be
careful what you say, because
most of all he's a Steelers
fan."

seen anything like it.
As the ball floated over
Hayes' shoulder and in to his
arms as he crossed the goal
line. The Young Freshman
lost all control and shot
straight into the air, letting
out a tremendous scream...
He never saw the end of the
game. He never heard the

The Young Freshman
thanked the voice and turned
around just in time to see the
Browns score on an incredible
60 yard run. An innocent fan
in the back stood up to cheer,
but before he could utter a
sound, joe, unblinking,
grabbed the cheerer by the
thoat and calmly tossed him
through a near by plate glass
window.
"Anyone else for the
Browns," Joe asked?
"No. No way. Not me.
Steelers all the way,"
everyone answered in unison.
Late in the fourth quarter
the Steelers tied it up and the
tension was so thick you could
see it. No one had uttered a
word since the cheering
incident and now the game
was nearing the close. The
Browns had one chance left
and everyone knew it would be
a bomb to the wide receiver.
Cleveland broke its huddle.
The ball was snapped.
Quarterback Brian Sipe fell
back in the pocket.
The
receiver was streaking down
the sidelines. The ball was up.
Hayes was now flying past the
Pittsburgh defense.
The
Young Freshman had never

announcers go crazy or saw
the fans tear down the
goalposts.
»
The next sound he heard
was a doctor's voice asking
The Young Freshman to give
his permission for the surgical
removal of a TV set from his
left ear.

If Socrates, or some other great philosopher were to come to
James Madison University to teach, he would probably walk
away in disgust.
He would be sickened by the increasing tendency to define
education as the acquisition of technical data, rather than
knowledge, and by the general lack of an inquiring, intellectual
spirit on campus.
He would determine that, as a "university" in the classical
sense, JMU is a failure.
A university is supposed to provide students with a wellrounded-universal-education. It should prepare a student for
life by exposing him to a wide range of subjects and experiences.
JMU, however, is rapidly becoming a technical school devoted
to teaching students a trade so they can make money. The
concept of a liberal arts education has fallen by the wayside.
The university tacitly admitted this trend last summer by
creating the College of Letters and Sciences to give "new
emphasis" to the heart of the liberal arts program. The change,
however, was chiefly semantical.
General studies requirements have been reduced and
standards relaxed, to the point that, for all practical purposes,
there is no such thing as a general studies program. For students
pursuing the Bachelor of Science degree (popular mainly because
it has no foreign language requirement), two history classes, two
English classes, two science classes, two Math classes, one fine
arts class and two humanities classes are sufficient.
Two required classes can, at best, give only a rudimentary
background in these fields.
Credit hour production in the College of Letters and Sciences
and School of Fine Arts and Communication has barely increased
since 1975-76. Yet the School of Business has grown 48 percent.
Bachelors of arts degrees in Latin, philosophy and art history
have disappeared for lack of majors, while new majors have been
added in fields light years from a liberal arts curriculumagribusiness management, real estate, insurance, personnel and
industrial relations, and operations and logistics management.
JMU is producing technicians, trained in narrow fields, but
with little awareness of thier culture. They can run computer
programs, or work a television camera, but the sad fact is they
don't know anything . They've been trained, not educated.
The problem is not only with JMU; it pervades the educational
system. In order to allow more people to have a diploma, schools
are willing to teach students only what they're interested in.
Educational institutions have begun to measure their success in
the number of degrees they award instead of the number of wellrounded individuals they produce.
To illustrate the point, a communications arts class was
surveyed on a variety of current events and general topics. In a
class where one would suspect students would be more attuned to
the media and cultural history:
Only half could identify who won the 1978
Nobel Peace
Prize.
Less than half could name five Shakespearean plays and a
character from each.
Only thirty eight percent could name the vice president for
student affairs.
None knew that it was Socrates who said "the unexamined life
is not worth living."
Less than half knew that Dr. Rex Fuller is now head of the
communication arts department and the former head, Dr. Donald
McConkey, is dean of the school of fine arts and communication.
Only 22 percent knew that James Madison's major
contribution was as "Father of the
Constitution."
The tragedy of ignorance is twofold. Not only don't students
know these things, but they won't learn them anywhere at JMU.
A student can graduate from this university without having
read a single play for the world's greatest dramatist, without
having studied some of the great scientists, and without having
heard a symphony.
(Continued on Page 23)
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To the editor;
It seems that prejudice has
•not yet been conquered. This

ifumwmt'i&cat ,<w»»e»*»e>»M*-

evening, a dance was to have
been held at Emmanuel
Episcopal Church sponsored
by the gay community at
James Madison Univeristy It
has been cancelled.
Apparently the reason for
cancellation was pressure put
upon the pastor by angry
parishoners, many of whom
are JMU faculty.
Also,
an
off-campus
fraternity was rumored to be
planning to crash the dance
and threaten those present.
Apparently the students feel
as strongly opposed to
honoring civil rights as some
of the faculty.
We
protest.
Personal sexual preferences
are as much a part of private
morality as personal religious
convictions. Perhaps Mark
Sutton is right about today's
attitude of conservation and
intolerance.
(The Breeze;
Nov. 14,
1978; p.23). It is certainly

prevalent at JMU.
This is an institution of
higher learning-or it pretends
to t>e. However, the majority
of both students and faculty
here have proven themselves
as ignorant and bigoted as the
majority of Americans today.
A more tolerant attitude
must be developed. Denying
the gay community a safe
place to assemble will not
make them disappear, and
what better place to insure a
safe
and
wholesome
atmosphere than a church?
Unfortunately, there is a
pall of ignorance surrounding
the
entire
nature
of
homosexuality, and ignorance
breeds prejudice. This is most
unfortunate
since
the
majority of those protesting
the
dance
proclaim
themselves intelligent
We could go on and on
about human rights in
general, but just one point. If
human rights are given to one
segment of society, how can
they be denied to anotherName withheld by request

Only 'fortunate few'get upheld ticket appeals
To the editor;
What is so rare as a day in
June? The answer to that
question is, 'a parking ticket
appeal that is upheld.'
Somehow I can only
conceive of the parking
appeals
committee
as
composed of a withered old
troll, cackling maniacally and
stamping fiendish X's on the
space marked
'Appeal
Denied'.
It has been rumored that a
fortunate few have received
upheld appeals. I have no
doubt that they immediately
succumbed to
massive
coronary arrest and thus are
unavailable for comment.
I would like to meet one or,
if possible, two people who
have had upheld appeals to
find out what clever device
they used. If it's legal, I might
try it myself.

I have told the truth time
and again and received,
'Appeal Denied'.
Finally,
aware that that truth would
not suffice, I lied. Not only did
I lie but I had a story that
made "The Young and
Restless" look like "Romper
Room'.'
I
Not to my surprise I once
again received, 'Appeal

issued at four a.m. . can be
termed as nothing less than
sad. There is no parking
problem on this campus, or
within a one hundred mile
radius, that renders such a
ticket intelligent at this
ungodly hour.
The final straw occurred on
Monday, October 30, after the
long weekend. At this time I

How was anyone to unload
their car without the constant
threat of a security-issued,
lottery ticket?
I've been informed time
and again that the parking
tickets are in the best interest
of the student. If this is in the
best interest of the student,
then so is an occasional
outbreak
of
infectious'

4

. . . only a death certificate, a recent one, will be
basis for an upheld appeal.'

Denied'. I have come to the
conclusion that only a death
certificate, a recent one, will
be basis for an upheld appeal.
While on the subject, it
seems to me that many of the
tickets issued border on the
ridiculous and approach the
incredibly stupid. A ticket

observed an officer ticketing
cars behind a dorm.
No
sooner could a student leave
nis car, loaded with luggage
from the weekend, than a
ticket was deposited on his
windshield. Somehow I think
this self-styled Kojak could
have better utilized his time.

hepatitis, and it would
probably be better received.
I, for one, am sick and tired of
returning to my car after a 3
minute absence only to find a
cheerful greeting from
security coyly peeking at mt
from
underneath
my
windshild wiper.

order to be educated?
There should be certain
basic requirements of all
students.
Merely requiring more
classes, however, will only fill
up classes with apathetic
students who distract a
professor's attention from
those truly interested. But if
this is the only way to expose
students to a broad education,
it must be done.
SStudents must learn that
education is not only
undemocratic, it is also
rigorous.
Universities must be
concerned with developing an
enlightened, informed elite to
run society. This may sound
arrogant, but if such a
liberally educated class isn't
produced, society will fall
victim
to
uninformed
leadership.
To create this institution
there must be radical changes
in
university's
entire
curriculum,
style
and
structure.
With this in mind, I present
a 17 point platform for what I
consider to be the perfect
university.
1. Abolish the concept of a
major. Students should attend

a university to receive a broad
education.
If one is
specialized, one can't be truly
educated.
2.
Institute a rigorous
f(eneral studies program
eahiring English, history, the
hard sciences, the social
sciences, mathematics,
philosophy,
the
arts,
communications, computer
science, foreign language, etc.
A student's college career
would consist primarily of
general studies classes, thus
giving him a true liberal arts
education.
In addition,
students would be required to
study a foreign language until
they are fluent in it.
3. To allow for this type
of program, increase college
from four years to seven, the
fourth year being spent in
employment outside the
campus community, to give
students a break and a chance
to view "the real world."

they do not relate to the
academic mission of the
university.
Instead, all
students would be required to
participate in calisthenics and
some sort of athletic activity
throughout their college
career.

This especially perturbs
me on a Friday when I am
trying to load my car to leave
for the weekend.
I don't
intend to walk to X lot from
Gifford Hall loaded with suit
case and books and, should
someone feel that I should, I
think it only fair that I be
provided with a porter.
Right now the parking
ticket situation is sad, and
something must be done.
There are few students on this
campus that can afford to pay
a fine every time they turn
around. We get hit for funds
every time we turn the corner.
Life and my checking account
are both too short for such
harassments.
S. Parks
Gifford Hall

* Failure
By requiring specialists,
society has demeanned the
value of knowledge and
universities have followed
along.
The proposition of a liberal
arts institution-knowledge for
the sake of knowledge, that
while we may never use a
certain subject, learning it
will add something valuable to
our lives and make us a better
person-has been discarded.
"Will it help me get a job?"
has become the question most
asked before a student signs
up for a class, or even a
major.
Society must learn that the
liberally educated person will
make a better employee,
bringing greater breadth and
perception to a job, than one
schooled just in his chosen
field.
It is the duty of the
university to teach society this
lesson by denying them
specialists, by offering either
a liberal arts education or
none at all.
The chief problem with
education is that we have
attempted to operate it
democratically. How can an
uneducated person-decide
what he needs to know in

4.
Students would be
required to take a current
events class throughout their
college career.
Required
reading would include the
major newspapers magazines
and journals.

5. Intercollegiate athletics
would be abolished because

6. Skipping classes would
be prohibited.
7. Classes would test on
how much is learned, not
how much is memorized.
Essays and oral exams would
increase, multiple choice tests
would be discouraged.

8. Abolish the University
Program Board.
The
concerts,
movies,
coffeehouses and other
activities
it
sponsors
represent temptations not to
study and contribute to the
decline of an academic spirit
on campus. The UPB would
be replaced by a lecture
committee charged with
providing guest lecturers,
panel discussions and other
educational activities.
9. Keep the library open 24
hours a day.
10. Abolish fraternities and
sororities for they have no
relationship to the academic
mission of the university and
their activities, like those of

the
UPB,
represent
a
temptation not to study.
11.
Forbid alcohol on
campus, for the same reason.

12. Require all students to
live
on campus,
with
limitations on their movement
off campus. Students studied
more, and hence learned
more, when JMU was a small
women's college, says a
professor who was here then,
because there was little else
for students to do.
13. All dorms would have
restricted visitation, for the
same reason.
14. Television would be
permitted only for news and
educational broadcasts.

15.
Faculty would be
encouraged to either live on
campus, or nearby, and to
frequently invite students to
their homes for informal
seminars and discussions.
16.
Tenure would be
based only on how well versed
a professor is and how well he
relates that knowledge to his
students.

17. Enrollment would be
cut in half to allow more
personalized instruction.
When a student has
completed this curriculum,
then he could claim to be truly
educated.
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THE SUN makes a stunning exodus by Warren University Union one late fall evening.

UPB arranges student activities
X

Weaver, 9 student chairmen
manage entertainment here
By PATTI TULLY
Responsibilities of the
University Program Board
and its staff go beyond simply
making concerts, movies
and trips available to
students at James Madison
University.
UPB has a program
director, a student chairman,
secretary
and
eight

committee chairmen each
with their own job to do
The only non-student
member of the organization is
its program director, Jerry
Weaver, who is a university
employee. As an adviser,
Weaver is the only person who
can requisition checks out of
the UPB account, and sign
contracts for large events,

•■*

UPB ADVISER and program director Jerry Weaver is the
only non-student member of the organization. Photo by ciann petty

according to Dave Imre, UPB
chairman.
Due to the large amount of
money involved in signing
contracts for large events
such as concerts, most bands
would rather deal with a
recognized university official
than students, Imre said.
"Weaver does this for us,
but in most cases, he doesn't
interfere in other matters and
leaves most of the decision
making up to us," he said.
Imre's }ob as UPB
chairman is mainly a
management one, he said. His
main functions are to chair
the weekly UPB executive
council meetings, attend
Student Government
Association and University
Council meetings, and meet
with the program director on
a weekly basis, Imre said.
UPB secretary, Suzanne
McVay, is responsible for
keeping minutes of executive
council meetings for which
she is a voting member,
keeping a scrapbook of Breeze
articles
on UPB,
and
recording the 6504 line (For a
good time call Debbie - 6504),
according to Imre.
UPB also has eight
chairmen for committees,
including concert, movie,
travel, coffeehouse, special
events, advertising, tickets
and house.
As concert committee
chairman, Chuck Marks is
responsible for suggesting
bands to play here, checking
to see if and when they will be
touring the area and finally
contacting the group's agent
to see if they are willing to
play at this size school for the
amount of money that can be
offered, Imre said.
Movie
committee
chairman, John Crooks
decides what movies will be
offered
here
and
is
responsible for contacting the
movie
companies
and
arranging for the movies to be
shown according to Imre.
Members of the committee
work at each of the movies, he
said.
Connie Baily, who heads
the travel committee, makes
arrangements with local
travel agents for enjoyable

trips at a reasonable cost,
Imre said.
UPB usually
sponsors one or two big trips
each year and several smaller
ones, he said.
The coffeehouse committee
chairman, Don McCall is
responsible for coordinating
student and professional
coffeehouses, Imre said. He
presents all ideas for possible
coffeehouse talent to the UPB
executive council, and if
approved, takes care of
scheduling
the
events,
according to Imre.
Special events chairman,
Jean McClellan books all UPB
sponsored speakers and plays
and organizes dances, he
said. She also is in charge of
other activities including
Homecoming Revue and

(

Spring Fever, Imre said.
With the help of about 20
workers, Laura Stewart,
chairman of the advertising
and promotion committee,
coordinates
all
UPB
advertising, makes and puts
up posters, Imre said.
Stewart also is responsible for
putting a weekly list of events
in the dining hall digest, and
seeing that activities are
announced in The Breeze, he
said.
The house committee,
headed by Dave Johnston,
does most of the legwork for
UPB rather than performing a
decision making function,
according to Imre. This group
sets up for large events such
as concerts and Spring Fever,
he said.

AS UPB CHAIRMAN, Dave Imre manages campus programs oy
meeting with student and administrative groups.
Photo by Glann P»tty

